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Wrong python binary refereced in app script on MacOS 10.5 - presume other releases also impacted

Description
The current KK7DS python package apparently no longer installs a link to "python25" in it's bin folder. There is a link for "python2.5"
pointing to "python2.6", however. I'd recommend changing line 66 in chirp-0.1.12.app/Contents/MacOS/chirp-0.1.2 to reference
"python2.6" vs "python25". Both the app and the KK7DS package were downloaded on 23 September.

Note: Ref Bug # 13 - I also

experienced an attempted download of the source tarball. Since my proxy configuration is odd, I simply unbundled the tarball into it's
final location. That's not a solution for everybody, however.
Related issues:
related to Bug # 13: Start up error after attempted fetch of Chirp during sta...

Closed

09/22/2011

Associated revisions
Revision 3667:d8bd9d97c486 - 03/08/2022 12:09 am - MELERIX
Update es_ES.po (#16)
- Update es_ES.po

History
#1 - 09/27/2011 06:04 pm - Dan Smith
- File chirp-0.1.12.app.zip added

Thanks, I don't get to track the MacOS stuff very closely and some modifications were made by another developer hoping to make it use an existing
MacPorts installation, if present.
Can you test the attached version? If it's good, I'll replace the release.
Thanks!

#2 - 09/27/2011 07:56 pm - Lawrence Bradford
The app works fine. I missed line 41 when I scanned for python25. It looks like the true bug was the missing "." - python25 vs python2.5 in line 66.
IMHO the update to python2.6 is better as python version 2.5 will probably end up depreciated. Thanks for the software! It's a godsend for the new
Chinese HTs.(My Wife might be willing to do some light testing in the future - she wanted to program her HT on her Mac. I'm a BSD bigot myself.)
Thanks again - larry

#3 - 10/25/2011 08:46 am - Dan Smith
- Status changed from New to Closed

11/27/2022
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#4 - 02/13/2012 02:21 pm - Dan Smith
- Target version set to 0.2.0

Files
chirp-0.1.12.app.zip
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